Wednesday, 2-1-2006
6:40 p.m.

- It’s Subject Seven’s birthday (kid down the hall) -> discussing his going out for the night.
- Enter- again the smell. Defined today as there’s nothing to compare it to other than it’s not horrible, just awkward. It makes me think of a new or foreign food you’ve never had before. It’s something different, not horribly bad, not very good, just awkward.
- Today Subject Two and Subject Three are gaming together- not against each other but on a team against others – through the internet connection
- They search through games and join one waiting for others to join to play against
- Much like people do on yahoo games
- The room is dark, the sun is down and no lights are on
- Typical hardcore, intense position
- Hovered over in their chairs with their elbows on their knees
- Eyes are glued to the screen… the hand eye coordination is a pretty big factor in this game, pretty impressive
- 7:15- Subject Three begins to play a computer game, Subject Two and Subject One start to play together
- Before Subject One leaves he gives a little advice to Subject Three about the computer game he’s playing (Sims) because he’s played it a little before
- I asked him if he plays that along with Halo and he said he’s just played it a couple of times, but he sure did seem to know a lot about it.
- The gaming continues, Subject Two in his room and Subject One down the hall, nothing really exciting going on
- Over half of everything said is repeated twice. They don’t really know where that came from, but they said it just turned into a habit
- Everything is also said in an extremely fast speed
- They quit about 7:45 because LOST comes on at 8, and both Subject Three and Subject Two watch that.
- Subject One swings the door open after the gaming ends breathing heavy
- He does not seem happy “did you see those stats?”
- Subject One’ attire- short boxers and ab old t-shirt, arm pit stains from playing Halo tonight- right armpit has more sweat than the left “b/c I use my right hand more”
- He’s mad about their team’s status

Surprised- how much of playing as a team can really make a difference- that’s easier to notice when both team members are playing together in the same room
Intrigued-
Distrubed- the smell! Ugh